
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AT THE FAIR

Face mask

Sanitary facilities

Disinfection and cleaning

The use of face masks is NOT mandatory. However, we will 
provide FREE face masks at the entrance for those who do 
want to make use of this. 

Our sanitary facilities will be cleaned more often than usual. 
During cleaning the facilities will be temporarily closed. We will 
ensure 1.5 meters distance throughout the facilities. 

We will place disinfectant dispensers at all essential points 
throughout the trade fair. Regularly touched surfaces will be 
cleaned more frequently. 

Hygiene



Expansion of the floor space

Stand design

Wider aisles

Disinfection at the stands

We will increase the size of the floor space for the event to 
ensure the necessary safety distance.

Distancing rules also apply to the stands.To ensure safety 
stands will be designed accordingly.

The aisle widths will be adapted to enable participants to move 
around freely and keep 1.5 meters distance.

Disinfectants will be provided at each stand. Surfaces will be 
cleaned regularly respectively after each business meeting. 
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Distancing regulations

Stands



Monitoring visitor flow

Catering

Your stay in Eindhoven

Pre-registration only

Medical care

To ensure a minimum space of 10 sq.m per person we will 
closely monitor the flow of visitors and if necessary take 
measurements accordingly.

Our food service partner has developed a comprehensive con-
cept for hall gastronomy. This includes measures such as con-
tactless payment. 

Hotels and restaurants are open for business. They are obliged 
to follow all hygiene and safety regulations as precribed by the 
National Institute for Public Health. Please note that some
limitations may apply and reservations have to be made in 
advance.

All trade fair visitors have to register in advance. Registration at 
the fair is not possible. Scanning of tickets will be done 
contactless. 

Qualified medical care is available on site at all times. 
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